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Abstract 
Our past efforts have investigated user-role based security (URBS) for discretionary ac

cess control to provide customizable access to the public interface of object types/classes, 
allowing different individuals specialized access at different times based on their needs and 
responsibilities within the application. This is supported by the ADAM environment (Active 
Design and Analyses Modeling) which automatically generates code (C++, Ada83, Ada95) 
from language-independent object-oriented designs that have been supplied via text and 
form-based input. ADAM provides a means to define and analyze user-role based security 
and authorization, but does not provide an automatic transition from these definitions to 
"code" that realizes the required security. The work presented in this paper details three 
approaches for enforcement mechanisms for object-oriented systems, and evaluates them in 
the context of a set of goals. We believe that the approaches and results presented herein 
are relevant to object-oriented systems. 
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1. Introduction 

The object-oriented paradigm, from its inception, has always had a rudimentary level of 
security, via the private portion of an object-type/class, protecting and hiding information. 
The public interface for each object type or class provides access to private information via 
methods. A method M that is placed in the public interface of a class for utilization by a 
single user (or another class) is immediately available to all users (classes), which opens the 
door to potential misuse and corruption. 

Our past efforts has sought to allow different individuals to have particular access to 
specific subsets of the public interface at different times based on their user-role based re
sponsibilities [10, 15] through an extension to the ADAM environment [1, 7, 8, 9]. ADAM, 
short for Active Design and Analyses Modeling, is a language-independent, object-oriented 
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design environment (5] that can generate compilable code in C++ (GNU C++ and Ontos 
C++ - an object-oriented database system), Ada1983 (3], and Ada95 (4]. In our approach, 
user roles are defined in a hierarchy. Once a role has been defined, privileges can be es
tablished by assigning methods (positive - can invoke a method) and prohibiting methods 
(negative- can't invoke a method or a method that calls the prohibited method, etc.). 

Even though ADAM can generate code from object-oriented designs, its security capabil
ities are limited to the definition and analyses of user roles (with assigned and prohibited 
methods); the defined security has not been realized in the generated code at any level. 
The work presented in this paper investigates this next step in designing/developing object
oriented applications by proposing and evaluating three alternative enforcement mechanisms 
that can be automatically generated by ADAM. We believe that the scope and utility of the 
work presented herein goes beyond ADAM and is relevant for object-oriented systems and 
applications. To set the context and motivation for this paper, a number of critical issues 
are considered. 

First and foremost, as we have argued elsewhere (2], any approach for supporting secu
rity definition and enforcement must be consistent with object-oriented precepts and princi
ples. This includes: public/private interfaces, encapsulation, information hiding, inheritance, 
polymorphism, dispatching, overloading, software reuse, software evolution, and extensibility. 
Collectively, the aforementioned features and claims characterize what many consider to be 
the main foundation of the object-oriented paradigm (17]. 

A second issue is that the security itself is often temporally impacted as the application 
goes through different phases of utilization, and as the user roles and the roles associated with 
an individual change with time. Thus, the design and development of a security enforcement 
mechanism will also be guided by its need for extension and evolution to meet changing and 
new requirements over time. If we can automatically generate "code" for an enforcement 
mechanism, then reuse is important to reduce the required effort. 

Our URBS efforts are a framework that combines programming, software engineering, 
databases, and security. URBS in an object-oriented framework must facilitate the de
velopment of application code against the persistent class library that is supported by an 
underlying object-oriented database system. When an application is compiled, its role-based 
enforcement policies are embedded into the resulting executable image. When an application 
is executing, the user role of the logged in individual provides the means to enforce secu
rity. Such an approach provides a seamless transition from design to development to use. 
It is important to note that today's object-oriented languages like C++ do not yet support 
some of the critical capabilities that are required to have a truly dynamic, extensible, and 
customizable URBS enforcement mechanism. 

There have been a number of related efforts that we have examined. We have been 
influenced by (14], since it clearly identifies the different issues related to inheritance and 
security. The approach in (11] is relevant since it compares to our overall URBS effort, 
but doesn't consider the generation of a security enforcement mechanism as a part of the 
application; in their effort, its part of the database system which can cause problems if one 
attempts to fully support features in an object-oriented programming language. There has 
been work on aspects as a mechanism for object-oriented data models to extend a given class 
with new capabilities, including, roles (12]. Similar in concept to our work, in their approach, 
new operations and data are possible for new roles; in our work, the class has a superset of 
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operations/data to which the roles require selected access. In a later effort [13], capabilities 
and access control lists are utilized to allow the owners of objects to control who can invoke 
methods on which objects. This effort differs from our approach, since it offers an instance 
level of control. Another effort allows different classes in an application to have different 
subjective views [6], which is similar to our approach of having different methods of the 
public interface available to different users based on their roles. All three efforts [6, 12, 13], 
like our own work, examine the realization of their security approaches via generated code. 

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate URBS enforcement mechanisms for object
oriented systems, in general, and the ADAM environment, in particular. In Section 2, we 
review URBS and ADAM using a health care application (HCA). Section 3 details a number 
of goals that are instrumental for evaluating the utility and effectiveness of the different 
URBS enforcement mechanisms. In Section 4, we present three alternative approaches for 
a URBS enforcement mechanism, using the ADAM environment as a vehicle to illustrate 
generated code for each alternative. This section also compares and contrasts the alternative 
approaches against the goals of Section 3. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the paper and 
indicates future work. 

2. Background: ADAM and URBS 

The ADAM environment stresses language independence by focusing on design and allow
ing code to be generated in a variety of target languages. Designs can be stored persistently 
in the Ontos database system. Design-analyses are promoted through profiles [5, 7], which 
are detailed requirements on the semantic content and context for all constructs of the ap
plication. Profiles force software engineers to supply detailed information as an application 
is designed, and also provide on-demand and automatic analyses for feedback to them when 
a conflict or possible inconsistency is detected. To segment the design process into logical 
parts, ADAM has design phases. In the object-type-specification phase of ADAM, the de
signer can define the object types (OTs), their attributes, and methods through associated 
profiles [5]. A subset of ten OTs for a health care application (HCA), based on prior work 
[7], is shown in Figure 1. Visit, Prescription, and Test are subtypes of Item, for dif
ferent medical procedures for a patient. In the second phase of ADAM, the designer can 
define the relationship types (RTs) between different OTs. For example, between the OT 
MedicaLR(ecord) and the OTs Visits, Prescriptions, and Tests a relationship called 
Med...History is definable to catalog the complete medical history of the Patient. 

A third phase of ADAM supports URBS through a user-role definition hierarchy (URDH). 
The URDH characterizes the different kinds of individuals (and groups) who all require 
different levels of access to an application. Figure 2 shows a partial URDH for HCA [7]. 
At the lowest level in the figure, 'USer roles (URs} allow the security software engineer to 
assign particular privileges for individual responsibilities, e.g., Staff..RN and Education are 
URs. To represent common responsibilities among URs, a 'USer type (UT) can be defined, 
e.g., Nurse and Physician. UTs can be grouped in to one or more 'USer classes (UCs}, e.g., 
Medical..Staff. Privileges that are supplied to a UT(UC) are passed on to its URs (UTs 
and their URs). 

To characterize the capabilities of UCs, UTs, and URs, in the URDH, a node profile 
(NP), is utilized [9]. A node profile contains: a name for the node (UR, UT, or UC) 
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Figure 1: Object Types of a Health Care Application (HCA). 

and a prose description of its responsibility; a set of assigned methods (methods of the 
public interface that the UR/UT/UC can invoke); a set of prohibited methods (methods 
of the public interface that the UR/UT/UC can't invoke); and a set of criteria for relating 
URDH nodes. A security designer assigns relevant methods from the HCA to realize the 
positive accesses for Staff...RN. This is augmented with methods like Set_prescription that 
Staff...RN can't use. Consistency criteria can establish associations between different URDH 
nodes, requiring their privileges to always be equivalent or for one node to subsume the 
privileges of another node, e.g., Staff...RN subsumed by Manager. Finally, in a fourth phase 
of ADAM, the URDH can be utilized to grant/revoke capabilities to users, expanding from 
assigned/prohibited methods to assigned/prohibited roles. 

3. Goals for a URBS Enforcement Mechanism 

In an earlier work [2], we took a comprehensive view in identifying the factors that should 
influence the development of security for object-oriented systems. Conclusions from this 
effort include: encapsulation and hiding control access, to a limited extent, by establishing 
strict boundaries on an object type's information and behavior; inheritance, as a vehicle for 
sharing information/behavior, can be related to the acquisition of privileges from OTs to 
URs, between OTs, and between URs; polymorphism for class libraries that are parameteriz
able by UR at runtime; dispatching and overloading to allow different methods to be invoked 
at runtime based on the involved UR; and security class libraries that provide the definition 
and enforcement of an application's security policy, and embody the extensibility and reuse 
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Figure 2: The URDH of the HCA. 

claims of the object-oriented paradigm. 
Given this background, the goals for a URBS enforcement mechanism for object-oriented 

systems can be defined from two perspectives. First, the goals must be capable of evaluating 
whether the enforcement mechanism meets the needs and requirements of an object-oriented 
application. For example, since an object-oriented application is always changing (new OTs, 
new inheritance relationships, new URs, etc.), the enforcement mechanisms must be able to 
handle these changes. Second, the goals must be able to evaluate the enforcement mecha
nism itself, allowing us to gauge whether a given alternative exhibits certain characteristics 
independent of the application and/or object-oriented paradigm. For example, if new ca
pabilities or security policies are developed, can the enforcement mechanism easily adapt 
without changing the application. The following examines the goals from the two perspec
tives: 

• Extensibility: "Nothing is ever complete!" 

Application Perspective: Extensibility occurs when new classes are added, 
new methods extend classes, new user roles provide for new responsibilities, 
new individuals are authorized, and so on. Therefore, when an application is 
extended, the enforcement mechanism must be reconfigurable with a minimal 
impact (hopefully, none). 

URBS Enforcement Mechanism Perspective: As the application is evolved 
over time, new security policies and approaches may be defined. While it 
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would be nice if such a dramatic extension were possible, it seems that, at 
least at these early stages, such a capability is unattainable, i.e., its akin to 
changing a security policy from MAC to DAC. In theory, any mechanism 
must be conducive to the rapid and unexpected addition of new restrictions. 
In practice, extensions related to changes to the application are the most 
critical to support. 

• Flezibility: "Change is inevitable." 

Application Perspective: Flexibility is essential since security relationships 
must be revised whenever there are changes to: user tasks and hence their 
assigned user roles; user role requirements; the way an application is uti
lized; and the application's software structure (i.e., deleting and/or modi
fying classes/methods). Often such changes are driven by the evolution of 
an application. Any enforcement mechanism must support all such changes 
with little or no impact to the application and environment in which it 
functions. Flexibility differs from extensibility since it involves changes to 
existing structure rather than just additions. 

URBS Enforcement Mechanism Perspective: A flexible enforcement mecha
nism is required, since it is likely that as the application is developed and 
utilized, the security restrictions and/or the implementation of the enforce
ment mechanism may change. If changes required an entire new redefinition 
and implementation of the mechanism, and further required that the entire 
application be rebuilt, then the mechanism would not adhere to the founda
tions and claims of the object-oriented paradigm. 

• Hiding & Encapsulation: "The less I know the less I need to worry about." 

Application Perspective: The enforcement mechanism should be encapsu
lated and hidden from the other components and users of the application. 
A hidden enforcement mechanism will not increase the complexity of devel
oping, understanding, extending, modifying, and/or maintaining the appli
cation software. In addition, the encapsulation of security information will 
help ensure against malicious access while providing ease of use. 

URBS Enforcement Mechanism Perspective: The internals of the mechanism 
should encapsulate the security data and hide the implementation to support 
the representation independence of the enforcement mechanism. This is 
critical for the extensibility and flexibility goals! The unauthorized access of 
security information may also be considered to be extremely dangerous to 
the development and utilization of an application. This last point raises the 
question as to whether there needs to be an enforcement mechanism for the 
URBS enforcement mechanism! 

• Reusability: "Is there a generic enforcement mechanism?" 
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Application Perspective: As new applications are built from existing classes, 
new separate enforcement mechanisms should not have to be totally regen
erated. Any definitions that are still applicable, should be automatically 
reused in the new application. For example, assume that a particular UR 
was assigned access to a number of methods of an OT. As new applications 
are generated using existing OTs, the enforcement mechanism should pro
vide the same security access control for the same role in the new application 
for those methods that were reused from the original OT. 

URBS Enforcement Mechanism Perspective: As finer granularity levels of 
security are required or even new security definitions are generated, then the 
mechanism components should be readily reusable. In the object-oriented 
world, the use of generics for type-parameterizable structures like lists, sets, 
and so on, is widespread, promoting reuse and minimizing inconsistency. In 
the same manner, the attainment of a "generic" URBS enforcement mech
anism, parameterizable by application specifics, would greatly facilitate the 
incorporation of security into the object-oriented paradigm. 
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What, if any, guidance can be derived from the above goals regarding the approach or 
approaches to the design and development of a URBS enforcement mechanism? Is any 
mechanism capable of achieving these goals? First, from the various goals it is realistic 
that the enforcement mechanism can be generated as a separate object-oriented application 
or component of an application. In either case, the mechanism must be developed under 
the object-oriented paradigm in order to attain the aforementioned goals. The security 
component must also be able to be elegantly attached to an object-oriented application. 
The attachment must be hidden as much as possible, shielding the users from its presence. 
However, note that it will likely be impossible to hide all aspects of the URBS enforcement 
mechanism, particularly from the software engineers that are designing, developing, and 
maintaining an object-oriented application. 

4. Approaches for a URBS Enforcement Mechanism 

In this section, three different approaches to generating code for a URBS enforcement 
mechanism are proposed, discussed, and critiqued, in the context of URBS as supported 
by the ADAM environment (see Section 2) and the URDH (see Figure 2). The brute-force 
approach {BFA} for an enforcement mechanism relies on code-level modifications to methods 
to support the security requirements given in the URDH, with little attention given to 
object-oriented precepts and principles. The u.ser-role-subclassing approach (URSA) utilizes 
inheritance to derive new user-role subclasses for each OT in an application. In URSA, 
each subclass of an OT contains the assigned and prohibited methods by the UR on that 
OT. Finally, the URDH-class-library approach (UCLA) utilizes inheritance to implement 
the enforcement mechanism from the combined perspective of the application's URDH and 
OT /class library. These three approaches are presented under the assumption that there is 
no user code involved in the system, i.e., a static system. Users are not able to write programs 
to access data directly. Rather, users utilize tools that embody the apropos security code to 
enforce the required URBS policy. 
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It should be noted that some of the approaches are based on capabilities that may not 
be supported in current object-oriented languages. For example, the ability to dynamically 
modify and extend compiled class libraries, without recompila.tion, is not a. feature of C++. 
In addition, to assist in explaining each approach, C++ code segments are provided. C++ 
was chosen due to its popularity and the fact that ADAM generates C++ code. Ontos C++ 
was not chosen to avoid the explanation of Ontos-specific concepts. However, the transition 
of each example from C++ to persistent objects in Ontos is a. stra.ightfoward exercise. Note 
that all three approaches have all been partially implemented in an attempt to verify /refute 
the ideas presented herein. 

4.1. The Brute-Force Approach 
In the brute-force approach (BFA) for an enforcement mechanism, code-level modifi

cations to the methods of a.n OT are made that add control-flow statements based on 
URDH/assigned method information. Consider the following HCA example: 

class Prescription { 
public: 

Get_Prescription_No( ... ); Set_Prescription_No( ... ); 
Get_Pharmacist_Name( ... ); Set_Pharmacist_Name( ... ); 
Get_Medication( ... ); Set_Medication( ... ); 

private: 
char* prescription_no, pharmacist_name, ... } 

User Role: Staff_RN 
URDH Assigned Methods: 

Get_Prescription_No(), Get_Pharmacist_Name(), Get_Medication() 

In the example, Staff..RN has been assigned three methods. To allow this access, the follow
ing brute force code could be added to the Get_Frescription..No method, with correspond
ing changes to the other two methods. In the method, the validity of the URis verified prior 
to the execution of the code that implements the method's functionality. 

char* Prescription::Get_Prescription_No ( ... ) 
{ II Check if a valid user is accessing the method 

if (User.User_Role() == Staff_RN) { 
II ... method code for the access ... } 

else return (NULL); } 

In the above code segment, the access to the Get_Frescription..No method is controlled by 
the "if" statement which verifies the current role of the user to be that of a. Staff..RN. If other 
roles required access to the method, then additional "or" clauses (II User. User.llole() == 

Manager) would be added. The OT User stores the role(s) of the current user, effectively 
implementing the assigned methods from the URDH. A NULL is returned to the calling 
instance if the user role has not been assigned the Get_Frescription..No method in the 
URDH. 

While the BFA is very simple to understand, it suffers from many drawbacks. The auto
matic generation of the "if" statements could be easily done a.s part of the code generated 
by ADAM. However, the mechanism is hidden from the outside world, since it is not part 
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of the public interface. But its encapsulation is poor, since it is distributed across all of the 
methods of all of the OTs, making extensibility and flexibility impossible to attain. When 
modifications to user roles, methods, and so on, are made, then the code for the OTs would 
have to be regenerated by ADAM and recompiled. Such an approach is unfeasible for both 
large applications with many users or for applications whose roles are constantly changing. 
It should be noted that for well-defined, non-dynamic applications, the approach may have 
merit. 

4.2. The User-Role-Subclassing Approach 
In the URDH, the assigned and prohibited methods for a user role correspond to the 

methods that it can and cannot invoke. The information in the URDH is organized on a 
role-by-role basis, and consequently, a given UR may be assigned/prohibited privileges on 
multiple OTs that span the application. Thus, the assigned and prohibited methods for a 
UR are partitionable on an OT-by-OT basis. In the user-role-subclassing approach (URSA), 
each OT of the application has a group of subclasses, based on the different URs that have 
some subset of assigned and/or prohibited methods from the OT. As subclasses, the basic 
concept is to inherit the methods that are assigned in a positive sense (can invoke and will 
return results) while simultaneous inheriting the prohibited methods in a negative sense (can 
invoke but wouldn't return results). 

The implementation of an enforcement mechanism using URSA, unlike BFA, raises the 
abstraction level to the method level as given in the OT/class declaration. Any OT in an 
object-oriented application has a public interface composed of methods. If a user role, say 
R, was to inherit from an OT, it would inherit all of the methods from the public interface. 
But, in the URDH, it may be the case that R has been assigned to only a subset of the 
OT's methods. The key for URSA is to "turn-off" methods from the OT that haven't been 
assigned. To achieve this result, the C++ concepts for virtual functions and void return 
types are employed. Consider the C++ class declaration and two URs below: 

class Prescription { 
public: 

virtual Get_Prescription_No( ... ); virtual Set_Prescription_No( ... ); 
virtual Get_Pharmacist_Name( ... ); virtual Set_Pharmacist_Name( ... ); 
virtual Get_Medication( ... ); virtual Set_Medication( ... ); 

private: 
char* prescription_no, pharmacist_name, ... } 

UR: Attending_MD 
PM: Set_Pharmacist_Hame() 
AMs: All of the Rest 

UR: Staff_RH 
AMs: Get_Pharmacist_Name() 

Get_Prescription_No() 
Get_Medication() 

PMs: Set_Prescription_No() 
Set_Pharmacist_Name() 
Set_Medication() 

Using this information, two C++ classes would be defined, one for each UR, that both 
inherit from Prescription, as follows: 

class Staff_RH_Prescription : public Prescription { 
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public: 
virtual void Set_Prescription_No( ... ) {return;}; 
virtual void Set_Pharmacist_Name( ... ) {return;}; 
virtual void Set_Medication( ... ) {return;}; }; 

class Attending_MD_Prescription : public Prescription { 
public: 

virtual void Set_Pharmacist_Name( ... ) {return;}; }; 

Notice that in each subclass, every prohibited method is virtual with its return type re
set to void, allowing the subclass to effectively "turn-off" that method. All methods for 
Prescription that haven't been "turned-off" are still accessible. 

In the runtime environment with dispatching, when a method is invoked, the type of the 
invoking instance is used to determine which method is actually called. In the previous 
class declarations, if the code: ptr->Set.Prescription..No(); is invoked, then the method 
that is actually called depends on the type of ptr. If ptr is of type Prescription*, then 
Set.Prescription..No in Prescription is called. If ptr is of type Staff.RN.Prescription*, 
then Set.Prescription..No in Staff.RN.Prescription is called, which results in no effect, 
since this is a prohibited method for Staff.RN. Substitutability allows a instance of type 
Staff.RN.Prescription to be used where a Prescription instance is expected, since the 
former is a subclass of the latter. Mutability supports the casting between subclass and 
superclass to achieve the aforementioned behavior at runtime. While a given user role's 
subclass invokes all of the methods from the superclass, the end result is that the UR 
only has results returned (or actions executed) for those methods that were assigned in the 
URDH. Basically, in HCA, if the Set.Prescription..No method is requested by a individ
ual whose URis Staff.RN, then the method associated with Set.Prescription..No of the 
Staff.RN.Prescription subclass is executed and no value is returned. If the access was 
made by an Attending..MD UR, then the actual method would be executed to allow the 
prescription to be set. 

There are two implementation options that we have examined. The first, which compiled 
and executed, contains code from the main 0 program: 

main() 
{ II Variables for the main program 

char user_name[20]; char user_role[20]; 
Prescription• P; 
int Number; 

Staff_RN_Prescription• SP; 
char• Medication; 

cout << "Please input your name:"; 
cout << "Please input your role:"; 

cin >> user_name; 
cin >> user_role; 

II Simulates a URDH and Authorization List 
Current_User =new User(user_name, user_role); 
P = new Prescription("Jessica", "3-9-95", 100, "Kitty", "Cold"); 

II This represents a piece of application code 
if (strcmp(user_role, "Staff_RN") == 0) 
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{ SP = new Staff_RN_Prescription("", "", 0, "", ""); 
SP->copy_object(P); //copy attributes from the parent 
SP->Set_Prescription_No(200); //Try to set prescription_no to 200 
Number= SP->Get_Prescription_No(); //Invokes valid method 
cout « "Number==" «Number« "\n"; //Prints 100 
P->copy_object(SP); //copy attributes from the child 
delete SP; } 
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The copy_object function is defined on Prescription, to copy common private data from 
a parent to a child instance and vice-versa. This gives us the effect of substitution and 
mutation. The problem with this implementation option is that it requires the software 
engineer writing code to know a significant amount about security issues. Also, the code in 
main cannot be automatically generated by ADAM. 

An ideal implementation option, would supply a degree of intelligence to the application 
code with respect to the possible user roles (from URDH) and the current UR. In this option, 
based on runtime casting from superclass to subclass, a Prescription pointer, p-.rec would 
be utilized to reference all instances as the common parent. In the example below, a piece 
of application code is being written: 

II Application Method to fill in a patient's personal information 
void Fill_Patient_Prescription ( ... ,Prescription* p_rec) { 

} 

II Determine the role of the user currently 
switch (User.User_Role()) { 
case Staff_RN: 

((Staff_RN_Prescription *)p_rec)->Set_Prescription_No( ... ); 
break; 
case Attending_MD: 

((Attending_MD_Prescription •)p_rec)->Set_Prescription_No( ... ); 
break; } 
1/ ... 

With current C++ compiler technology, a switch statement would be needed to differen
tiate among the different URs. Once a match is found, a cast of p_rec to the current 
role of the user is made. The extra set of parentheses around the cast of p-.rec is nec
essary to ensure that the object is first casted into the appropriate UR subclass prior to 
the Set_Frescription...No method being invoked. While this solution has merit, it does 
require the use of switch statements. Any changes to the URDH or the application would 
require regeneration and recompilation, since switch cases must be updated. In order to 
eliminate the switch statement, it would be necessary to change the runtime environment 
of the C++ compiler to take into account the UR of who's executing the code when deter
mining which method to call. If such a change were to occur, then the single statement: 
p_rec->Set_Frescription...No ( ... ) ; would replace the switch statement. 

URSA offers many benefits over BFA. Clearly, it is more encapsulated, since the actions 
occur at the method level, with the code for UR subclasses easily generated by ADAM. 
Extensibility is possible, since one can add new subclasses for new URs to an OT (say 
Pharmacist), without affecting the other UR subclasses previously defined. In fact, the use 
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of the virtual functions in the UR subclasses (say Staff...RN) allows specialized varieties to 
be defined (say IV....Staff...RN), without impacting other portions of the inheritance hierarchy. 
But clearly, any new URs cause the application code to be changed, so that if clauses and/or 
switch statements can be updated. Flexibility is not as easily attained. If existing class and 
subclass declarations must be changed, it is possible to derive a new subclass of Staff...RN 
to further restrict its capabilities by voiding out additional methods. Reuse is unclear; if 
changes to the C++ runtime environment are made, both the application and the mechanism 
should have a high degree of reuse. 

4.3. The URDH Class Library Approach 
In the URDH class library approach (UCLA), the class hierarchy of the application is 

unchanged, and a new class hierarchy is provided to support the enforcement mechanism. In 
this class hierarchy, each class represents a node of the URDH and the access rights of the 
node are specified via a set of validation methods. This is accomplished by first defining the 
access to all of the methods of the application to be false at the root class of the new class 
hierarchy. For each URDH node (UC/UT/UR), positive method access is defined based on 
the assigned methods that have been specified on the node. As the application executes, each 
method invocation must validate against the current UR. If we focus on a single UC/UT /UR 
path in the URDH, a new class hierarchy can be defined: 

URDH: UC: Medical_Staff --- UT: Nurse --- UR: Staff_RN 
Assigned methods: 

Get_Prescription_No(), Get_Pharmacist_Name(), Get_Medication() 

URDH Class Library: 
class Root: all methods return False; 
class Users: public Root 
class Medical_Staff: public Root 
class Nurse: public Users, public Medical_Staff { 

int Check_Prescription_Get_Medication() {return True;} 
}; 
class Staff_RN: public Nurse { 

}; 

int Check_Prescription_Get_Prescription_No() {return True;} 
int Check_Prescription_Get_Pharmacist_Name() {return True;} 

In this new class library, the Root class includes new Check methods which are defined for 
all application methods from all OTs. Each of these Check methods return False at the 
Root level and will be turned on at lower levels (UC/UT/UR) by the assigned methods of 
the URDH. The utilization of these Check methods will be illustrated shortly. 

In addition to this new class library, there are modifications required to the application 
code that is generated by ADAM. First, a base class "Object" is defined for the application. 
The class Object has only one attribute, current_user. To apply the URBS enforcement 
mechanism for UCLA, the software engineer only needs to inherit from the class Object, 
so that the validation of a method's invocation can be made based on the current user. A 
boolean function for checking user access will be inserted in each method defined in the 
application. The following code modifications are needed: 

class Object { 
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protected: 
Root* current_user; } 

class Item: public Object { ... } 

class Prescription: public Item { 
public : 

Prescription(Root• u,char* Name,char* D,int No,char* Name1,char* Med); 
int Get_Prescription_No(); ... }; 

int Prescription::Get_Prescription_No() 
{ if(current_user->Check_Prescription_Get_Prescription_No()) 

return(Prescription_No); 
else return(NULL); } 

void Prescription::Set_Prescription_No(int No) 
{ if(current_user->Check_Prescription_Set_Prescription_No()) 

Prescription_No=No; } 
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Notice that the code for each Get/Set method utilizes the current_user data field for 
invoking the Check methods which are defined in the previously given URDH class library. 
At runtime, a user must logon with his/her name and user role, creating a UR instance. The 
UR instance is passed to the constructor of each application OT as instances are created 
(or loaded from a persistent store). The boolean function in each method will be checked 
whenever an application instance invokes a method. When the current_user->Check ... 
method is invoked, the runtime environment consults the URDH class library. If a True is 
returned, then the method is executed, since this signifies that the current user has a role 
that has been assigned the method. The inclusion of the if statement in each method is 
similar to BFA, but doesn't suffer from extensibility/flexibility problems since changes to 
the URs (in assigned/prohibited methods) occur in the URDH class library rather than the 
application class library. 

To verify UCLA, an access to Prescription by Staff..RN can be coded: 

main() 
{ // Variables for the main program 

Prescription• P; Root* current_user; 
char user_name[20]; char user_role[20]; 
int Number; 

cout « "Please input your name:"; 
cout « "Please input your role:"; 

II Create and Simulate a nev user 

cin >> user_name; 
cin >> user_role; 

if (strcmp(user_role, "Staff_RN") == 0) 
current_user = nev Staff_RN(user_name); 

else 
current_user = nev Root(user_name); 
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P =new Prescription(current_user,"Jim", "3-9-95", 1, "Ron", "Flu"); 
P->Set_Prescription_No(100); 
Number= P->Get_Prescription_No();, II Access allowed based 
cout « "Number== " «Number« "\n"; II on Staff_RN UR 

Since Staff...RN doesn't have access to Set_Frescription..No, the boolean function: 
Check_Frescri ptionJ3et_Frescription..No () ; 

will return false and P->Set_Frescription..No(100) won't update the number. 
The URDH class library approach offers many benefits. The approach resolves undo 

problems; since no changes are made to actual attributes by unauthorized roles, there are no 
actions to be undone. The approach appears to meet many of the goals of an ideal URBS 
enforcement mechanism, particularly as related to extensibility and flexibility. As user roles 
are added, only the URDH class library must be recompiled. Similarly, if a user role's security 
definition changes (changes to assigned/prohibited methods), only the URDH classes would 
need to be modified and recreated. Like all approaches, changes to the application will 
impact on both class libraries. On the whole, the UCLA approach hides the implementation 
of security from the application and does make application code more streamlined than the 
two earlier approaches. 

4.4. Comparing/Contrasting the Three Approaches 
In Tables 1 and 2, a comparison/contrast of the three different approaches against the four 

different goals of Section 3 is given. Table 1 focuses on the perspective of the application; 
Table 2 on the enforcement mechanism. In both tables, NO indicates that the approach 

Appr. Extensible Flexible Hiding/Encap. Reusable 
BFA NO NO YES/YES NO 
URSA PARTIAL PARTIAL PARTIAL/YES PARTIAL 
UCLA YES PARTIAL YES/YES PARTIAL 

Table 1: Application Perspective: Approaches vs. Goals. 

Appr. Extensible Flexible Hiding/Encap. Reusable 
BFA NO NO YES/NO NO 
URSA YES YES NO/YES PARTIAL 
UCLA YES YES YES/YES PARTIAL 

Table 2: URBS En£. Mechanism Perspective: Approaches vs. Goals. 

doesn't support the goal, YES signifies that it does, while PARTIAL provides the middle 
ground. In Table 1, UCLA has a slight advantage over URSA; that advantage is smaller 
in Table 2. The differences between both approaches might disappear if the runtime envi
ronment for object-oriented programming languages was upgraded to dynamically consider 
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the user role when determining which method to execute. Clearly, in both tables, BFA is 
a definite loser, lacking the key characteristics of extensibility, flexibility, and reuse. Reuse 
is the most difficult to achieve in all apprqaches, since applications are very different and 
their security requirements are very specific. Generic class libraries for security enforcement 
mechanisms offer the best hope for achieving reuse. 

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Work 

This paper has proposed that the design and development of a URBS enforcement mech
anism for object-oriented systems and applications must have strong foundations in object
oriented concepts, geared towards encapsulation, hiding, extensibility, and reuse. There must 
be a concerted effort for a security enforcement mechanism that embodies and synergizes 
the relationship between information (attributes, methods, object types, inheritance between 
OTs) and user-role based security (user roles, assigned/prohibited methods, consistency cri
teria). To address the focus of this paper, four goals (extensibility, flexibility, encapsulation 
& hiding, and reusability) were examined in Section 3. The paper presented and compared 
three different implementation approaches (brute-force, user-role-subclass, user-class-library) 
for a URBS enforcement mechanism in Section 4. While BFA rated poorly against the four 
goals, URSA and UCLA were comparable, especially when these two latter approaches are 
coupled with improvements to the C++ runtime environment. Such enforcement mecha
nisms will allow software and tools to be made available that appear, react, and behave 
in a customized fashion, based on the user role, thereby dynamically enforcing the security 
requirements. 

However, it is important to note that the URBS enforcement mechanisms in this paper 
constitute only a starting point. There are many other future areas of work: extension of 
URSA and UCLA to consider prohibited methods and consistency criteria among URDH 
nodes, coupled with the development of larger prototype programs that clearly illustrate 
their strengths and weaknesses; identification of 'generic' security class libraries that can be 
utilized to implement URSA and UCLA enforcement mechanisms, which is instrumental to 
fully achieve reuse; and exploration of algorithms for the ADAM environment that generate 
code for the URSA and UCLA enforcement mechanisms. This last area will also allow us 
to examine the impact of the generation of security code on the non-security code of the 
application. 
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